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“Excellence in statistical graphics consists 
of complex ideas communicated with 
clarity, precision, and efficiency….Graphics 
reveal data. Indeed graphics can be more 
precise and revealing than conventional 
statistical computations.”





Identify the characteristics of frequency tables
Construct a frequency table
Chart frequency tables using column charts, pie charts, and 
Pareto charts
Understand frequency distributions, relative frequency 






Construct the three types of frequency distributions
Understand that by using data visualization the meaning of the data can 
be communicated quickly 
Chart frequency distributions using histograms, frequency polygons, 
ogives, and Pareto charts
Define symmetrical, bi-modal, right-skew, left-skew, and asymmetric 
distributions





Tables are used to organize data
Tables have vertical columns and horizontal rows
























of columns and 
rows
Excel 365 has












Grouping of qualitative data 
into mutually exclusive classes
Mutually exclusive means each 
datum fits in only one class
Classes are also called 
categories, buckets, or bins
Counting the frequencies of 
each category gives the 
data a quantitative dimension
A frequency table must be 
collectively exhaustive; every 





Sorting M&M Candies by Color
M&Ms comes in six 
colors: Blue, Brown, 
Green, Orange, Red, 
and Yellow
These colors are not 
equally distributed





Excel will count the frequencies 













account for 29/57 or
50.88% of the pieces, 






















Blue Brown Green Yellow Red Orange
Distribution of M&Ms by Color
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Charting Frequency Tables: 




What the data viz* experts say about 
pie charts
“There is no data that can be displayed 
in a pie chart that cannot be displayed 
better in some other type of chart.” 
17
*Abbreviation for Data Visualization
Tukey quotes in “The Infamous Pie Chart: History, Pros, Cons, and Best Practices.” 




What the data viz* experts say about 
pie charts
“A table is nearly always better than a 
dumb pie chart; the only worse design 
than a pie chart is several of them, for 
then the viewer is asked to compare 
qualities located in a spatial disarray both 
within and between pies….Given their 
low data-density and failure to order 
numbers along a visual dimension, pie 
charts should never be used.” 
18
*Abbreviation for Data Visualization
Edward R. Tufte
Edward R. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Second Edition. (Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press, 2002), p. 178.
18
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Tufte’s Point: Hard to compare changes 
in magnitude with pie charts
19




If you insist on using pie charts…
The sum of all the slices must equal 100%
Do not use 3-D effects (avoid them for any chart!)
Start the biggest slice at the top of the pie (12 o’clock)
Keep your pie chart simple, do not include legends









Groups “raw” data into mutually exclusive and collectively 
exhaustive quantitative categories, classes, buckets, or bins
Counts frequencies of the variables in class
Three kinds: 1) Frequency Distributions), 2) Relative 





Frequency Distributions in 6 Steps
Step 1: 




Decide on the number of 
classes
Step 3: 
Determine the class 
interval or class width
Step 4: 
Select the lower limit of the 
first class. Find the class
mid-points, the lower and 
upper limits of each class, 
and complete the three 
frequency distributions
Step 5: 
Determine whether to 
present the data using 
tables or charts
Step 6: 
Turn data into knowledge 






#1 Collect Raw Data: Dinner & taxi fare expenses for clerical 
staff who work on cases after 9 pm at the law firm Dewey, Cheatem, and Howe 
24Microsoft Excel file, 04_FreqDist.xlsx
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Where: k is number of classes







#3: Determine the class interval or 
class width
26
Where: i = class interval
k is number of classes (6)
H = Highest Value ($179)










What would happen if we use 7 










An interval of 10 is better than 12
(Base 10)




#4a: Determine lower limit of the 
first class
Lower limit must include 
smallest value
























Class Mid-Point Found by
$110 < $120 115 =(110 + 120)/2
$120 < $130 125 =B2+10
$130 < $140 135 =B3+10
$140 < $150 145 =B4+10
$150 < $160 155 =B5+10
$160 < $170 165 =B6+10
$170 < $180 175 =B7+10
#4c: Find class mid-points
For the first class, add 
the lower limit of the 
first and second classes 
and divided by 2
Once the 1st mid-point 
is found, add the class 









$110 < $120 //// 4
$120 < $130 ////// 5
$130 < $140 ///// //// 9
$140 < $150 ///// ///// /// 13
$150 < $160 ///// //// 9
$160 < $170 ////// / 6











$110 < $120 4 8.00%
$120 < $130 5 10.00%
$130 < $140 9 18.00%
$140 < $150 13 26.00%
$150 < $160 9 18.00%
$160 < $170 6 12.00%









Class f % f %
$110 < $120 4 8.00% 4 8.00%
$120 < $130 5 10.00% 9 18.00%
$130 < $140 9 18.00% 18 36.00%
$140 < $150 13 26.00% 31 62.00%
$150 < $160 9 18.00% 40 80.00%
$160 < $170 6 12.00% 46 92.00%




Point to remember about Frequency 
Distributions
Classes must be mutually exclusive and collectively 
exhaustive
The first and last class must have at least one variable
All class intervals are equal
Too many classes makes charting the frequency distribution 
difficult











Column chart X-Axis shows thequantitative classes















Displays the same information as a histogram
Class mid-points are shown on the X-Axis
Class frequencies are on the Y-Axis









Which is better, Histograms or 
Frequency Polygons?
40
Answer: It is a matter of personal taste
40
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Ogives (Cumulative Frequency Polygons)
XY scatter charts, not line charts
2 Y-Axes: Left Axis – Cumulative Frequencies, 
Right Axis – Cumulative Relative Frequencies






































































































































Highlights Vilfredo Pareto’s “80/20 
rule” or the “rule of the vital few”
80% of Italian land owned by 20% of 
the population
Also called a sorted histogram





Top 2 categories: 1.50 < 2.75 and 7.00 <8.25 million units 










Data peaks at the 
center





Bimodal Distributions: Need not be 
symmetrical
Data haves 2 
modes






































Tukey on “evil” data viz 
54“John Wilder Tukey,” National Science and Technology Medals Foundation. https://www.nationalmedals.org/laureates/john-wilder-tukey. 
John Wilder Tukey
1915 - 2000
“Visualization is often used for 
evil—twisting insignificant data 
changes and making them look 
meaningful. Don’t do that crap if 
you want to be my friend. Present 
results clearly and honestly. If 
something isn’t working—those 
reviewing results need to know.”
54
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Robert Reich: Liar, Fools, and Knaves
“There are two kinds of liars—
fools and knaves. Fools lie 
because they don’t know the 
truth. Knaves lie because they 
intend to mislead.” 
55
Robert B. Reich
Chancellor’s Professor of Public Policy
University of California at Berkeley 




The “Knave or Fool Game”




the creators are 














It is terrible, even for a 
pie chart
Longitudinal data are not 
suitable for pie charts















1997 Last Year Today






More pie charts from CBS
60https://www.cbsnews.com/news/support-for-marijuana-legalization-at-all-time-high/











What’s wrong with this table?
Poor arithmetic: 
Sum = 120%, not 100%














2009: Bizarre pie chart on Fox News
Slices add to 193%
Survey asked respondents 
to name their first and
second choices 

























































What’s wrong with this chart?
Dates are not 
equidistant in time
No Y-Axis
The Data Points Do Not 













1	 2	 3	 4	
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What the Bureau of Labor Statistics data show
73











Obama came to power at the 
height of the Great Recession
The economy recovered 
quickly under Obama
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